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Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Advisory Committee Meeting 

MEETING SUMMARY 

Meeting date/time: February 12th, 2018 I 3:00 pm – 5:30 pm 
Location: City of Santa Rosa’s Utility Field Office (UFO) 

35 Stony Circle Drive, Santa Rosa, CA 95401 
Contact: Brittany Jensen, Interim Administrator, Santa Rosa Plain GSA 
Email: Brittany@goldridgercd.org I Phone: 707.823-5244  
Sonoma County Groundwater Website:  http://sonomacountygroundwater.org 

MEETING RECAP 

• Rich Wilson, facilitator with the Center for Collaborative Policy, opened the meeting,
reviewed the agenda and provided an initial opportunity for public comments.

• Brittany Jensen, Interim Administrator for the Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater
Sustainability Agency (SRPGSA) provided an overview of what had been presented and
agreed to the February 8th SRPGSA Board meeting, and that Ann DuBay would be
replacing her as the Administrator starting in March through the end of June.

• Ann Dubay, Public Information Officer with the Sonoma County Water Agency (Water
Agency), updated the Advisory Committee on the Outreach and Communication Plan.
She requested that committee members provide input on draft talking points for
community outreach by Friday, February 23rd.  She also announced the March 21st

community meeting.

• Marcus Trotta, Water Agency hydrogeologist, presented a recap of pros/opportunities,
cons/challenges and costs associated with potential basin boundary modifications. The

• Sally Van Etten, Raftelis Financial Consultants, Inc. and Bob Reed, The Reed Group,
provided an update of the financial plan model development along with preliminary
fee/rate study calculations and potential fee options.
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the Santa Rosa Plain and 
inform the committee 
Research previous 
community feedback related 
to billing water fees 

Next Meeting: April 9th, 2018, 3:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m., City of Santa Rosa’s Utility Field Office 
(UFO), 35 Stony Circle Drive 

Welcome, Introductions and Agenda Review 

Rich Wilson, facilitator with the Center for Collaborative Policy, opened the meeting, suggested 
a round introductions, then followed with an overview of the meeting’s agenda and ground 
rules. He then opened the floor for public comment, wherein one individual noted he was in 
attendance out of concern for apparent divergence between the basin boundary map at the 
door of the meeting room and the map on DWR’s website. No other public comments were put 
forward at the outset of the meeting. 

Administrator Updates / GSA Staff Updates 

Brittany Jensen, Interim Administrator for the SRPGSA, updated the committee about topics 
presented, discussed and agreed to at the February 8th Board meeting. The Board adopted 
Bylaws, a Conflict of Interest Code and a Document Retention Policy for the Santa Rosa Plain 
GSA. They approved a preliminary 1-year budget for FY18/19. The Board also agreed the 
Community Engagement Plan, Letter of Agency Support based on bond measures, and to Ann 
DuBay of the Water Agency serving as interim administrator during Brittany’s maternity leave. 

Brittany noted that, due to a full agenda for this Advisory Committee meeting, the outstanding 
issue of whether or not committee members may use alternates would be discussed at a later 
meeting. Finally, Brittany noted that a community meeting in the Santa Rosa Plain, focused on 
the fee/rate study, is planned for March 21st. More information will be forthcoming.  

Ann DuBay, Sonoma County Water Agency mentioned that she has already received many 
comments on the draft Fee/Rate study Talking Points, and thanked those who provided input. 
Committee member feedback on the Talking Points is due by Friday, Feb. 23rd. 

Potential Basin Boundary Modification Discussion and Input 

The Department of Water Resources (DWR) has opened an opportunity wherein the Santa Rosa 
Plain Groundwater Sustainability Agency (SRPGSA) can, if warranted, submit information to 
request a modification from established Bulletin 118 basin boundaries. Over the course of two 
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meetings, the SRPGSA’s Advisory Committee discussed and weighed in on whether or not any 
boundary modification requests are needed at this point in time, specifically to expand the 
northwestern boundary (Wilson Grove) or the eastern boundary (Rincon Valley sub-basin or 
Kenwood Valley basin). 

Marcus Trotta, hydrogeologist with the Water Agency, gave a recap of pros/opportunities, 
cons/challenges and costs of potential basin boundary modifications, noting that the 
information was in part based on previous committee discussion of the issue. The recap 
enabled the committee to revisit the issue and provide input on whether or not a modification 
is warranted to expand either the northwestern boundary, the eastern boundary or both.  

Following open discussion, the committee agreed by consensus that neither area warranted a 
boundary expansion request to DWR at this time. Several members also stressed the 
importance of the committee continuing to discuss and attempt to understand the role the 
upper watershed plays in sustainable groundwater management in the Bulletin 118 defined 
Santa Rosa Plain basin, particularly as development of the GSA Groundwater Sustainability Plan 
(GSP) gets underway. The committee’s input on this topic will be shared with the GSA Board at 
its April 12 meeting, at which time a decision is expected on whether or not to pursue any 
modification requests.   

The following bullets reflect a summary of questions or comments from individual committee 
members. Responses were generally provided by Water Agency hydrogeologist Marcus Trotta.  

• Question: When it comes time to submit boundary modification request, does it follow 
physical or parcel boundaries? 

o Response – It follows physical boundary, some parcels will intersect. 
• Question: As there is no budget for this, what will we not be doing if it is decided to fund 

a modification request? 
o Response – Board will need to make the determination. Maybe some current 

work can be moved down the road. 
• Question: Do we have any idea of how many parcels are in each of the eastern and 

western areas? 
o Response – We don’t know, I will follow up and get back to you. 

• Question – Does the Kenwood basin touch Sonoma valley? 
o Response – No, they do not touch. 

• Question – Is it a challenge to finish everything in the given timeframe? 
o Response – Yes, it would be. 
o Comment: Suggest we just stick with Bulletin 118 boundary. 

• Question: Will feedback from people who live in these areas be required if a boundary 
expansion request is made?  

o Response – Yes, this is required by DWR 
o Question: How hard would it be to complete necessary technical work to inform 

any request? 
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o Response – The work would have to be done quickly 
o Comment: Given this information, maybe we should not pursue a modification 

request at this time. 
• Question – Does the USGS model show the addition of the Kenwood basin to the Santa 

Rosa Plain? I want to know how much water is in the eastern area flowing into the Santa 
Rosa Plain. 

o Response – Yes, the model shows it. I will look in to it and get back to the group. 
• Comment – Let’s stick with Bulletin 118 boundaries that already are included. 
• Comment – How the boundary is defined by the State doesn’t mean we should make 

changes. There is no compelling reason to make changes to the eastern and western 
boundaries now. 

• Comment – From what we have heard, especially regarding funding and the number of 
questions regarding resources, suggest we keep existing boundaries rather than 
expanding. 

The facilitator summarized member questions and comments put forward. He acknowledged 
concerns about a lack of funding, interest in more technical information about each area and 
apparently broad member perspectives against making a modification request. He asked if any 
member held a different perspective or could not otherwise live with committee input to the 
board being that no modification requests are necessary. Hearing no other perspectives, he 
acknowledged that the group agreed by consensus that neither area warranted a boundary 
expansion request to DWR at this time. He also acknowledged both interests and concerns put 
forward by some members to continue studying and discussing the importance of the upper 
watershed in sustainable groundwater management in the Santa Rosa Plain.  

Fee/Rate Study Update and Initial Consideration of Options 

Sally Van Etten, Raftelis Financial Consultants, Inc. and Bob Reed, The Reed Group provided the 
latest update on the fee/rate study, and continued to provide the opportunity for the 
committee to ask questions and provide input on the study, particularly the range of fee 
options that will be considered. Sally and Bob noted at the outset of their presentation that all 
calculations at this stage are preliminary and no methodology has yet been decided. 
Furthermore, the consultants again emphasized that a goal of their work is to come up with an 
option or options that are acceptable to the community, informed by committee input, and 
allowed by law. Topics covered during the presentation included the following: 

1. Preliminary Fee Calculation Methodologies 
2. Regulatory fees (Proposition 26) and Property related fees (Proposition 218) 
3. SRP GSA Budget 
4. Data Issues/Constraints 
5. Preliminary Fees per Parcel/Acreage 
6. Fees by Extraction/Usage 
7. Preliminary Fee Comparison by GSA 
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Following the presentation, committee members asked questions and provided feedback, 
primarily focused on the preliminary fee calculations and potential fee options which were 
presented. The consultants responded to some comments and simply took others as feedback 
that will inform their ongoing work. A community meeting on the fee/rate study will be held in 
the Santa Rosa Plain on Wednesday, March 21st (more information will be forthcoming).  

A few committee member questions interspersed the consultants’ presentation. The bullets 
below reflect a summary of questions or comments from individual members following the 
presentation and, for some, responses provided by the consultants.  

• Comments/questions – Make it as cost effective as possible. Not sure I understand how 
the parcel-based approach is not just a property tax. Please help explain what we are 
regulating. How would cities be charged and in turn charge their customers? It seems 
like a double charge. And what rate would a city charge for a customer of the city, and 
what about well users in a city, would they be billed by the GSA? We have concerns as 
to whether or not this approach is legal.  

• Question – What is the typical household usage? 
o Response – Generally household usage is anywhere from ¼ acre foot to less than 

2-acre foot.  
o Additional response – De minimus users (less than 2 acre/feet per year) cannot 

be metered but can still be charged. 
• Comment: Consider recharge when developing your fee options. 

o Related comment: A lot of rural people have wells and may be impacted by this, 
so I also suggest you consider recharge.  

• Comment: Perhaps also consider well depth as a criteria for how to assess a fee.  
• Question – What happens after five years (2022 after Groundwater Sustainability Plan 

(GSP) adoption)? Do we start all over again? 
o Response – Prepare the GSP now and if the costs are about the same going 

forward, the same funding mechanism could probably be used. 
o Related comment: Once completed, knowledge and information embedded in 

the GSP can inform what fee structure to have next. 
• Comment – It seems like the rate options per acre, well and parcel don’t take into 

consideration groundwater usage (e.g. users, volume and quantity), as well as impacts 
to people. The Board needs concrete information to make an informed decision. Seems 
we need to have a per acre foot approach. 

o Response: Perhaps something to consider is data that demonstrates how land 
use informs understanding of water use.  

• Comment – Need to consider reclaimed wastewater for the per parcel/acre option. 
• Comment – To base charges on usage, we need usage estimates. 
• Comment – We need better information on what we will get at the end of 5 years. 
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• Question – Is the $1 million DWR grant shared among the basins in Sonoma County? 
o Response – No, each basin (e.g. Santa Rosa Plain, Sonoma Valley and Petaluma 

Valley) have been preliminarily recommended a $1 million grant. We will not 
know for sure for a few more months how much funds have been granted per 
basin.  

• Comment – We have good vegetation data sets in this county; we should make sure and 
use these. Small farmers who use domestic wells, some of whom are de minimus users, 
are concerned about more billing paperwork. We need to ensure that whatever fee 
approach is chosen does not accidentally target these users. These folks need protection 
as they are dependent on their wells. This program might actually incentivize them to 
get a meter.  

• Question/comment: Can we make a determination on what public lands and open space 
does not apply to this fee system? 

o Related comment: Be careful when discussing open space; a lot of this land is 
grazed.  

• Questions – Have we made a comparison to state rates? What would happen if we tried 
to sell the service at a fraction of the state fees? 

• Question – How have you factored recharge? 
o Response – Recharge has not been factored in yet. 

• Comment: Suggest we use the USGS model as a starting point; let’s not reinvent the 
wheel.  

• Public comment – Consider a combination of an estimated use fee, a fee for having a 
well, having a meter, etc. 

• Public comment – The process of putting in a monitoring system is laborious, though not 
necessarily expensive. These systems are designed for large users. Consider creating 
incentives for groundwater users to install a product at a reasonable cost. 

• Public comment – If the consultants are not ready to present fee options at the March 
21st community meeting, can we delay the meeting date? 

o Response – The board wants to allow the public to provide feedback on rate/fee 
options being considered. 

• Comment – We need to hear from the community. For larger monetary billed amounts, 
we need monthly billing, not an annual bill. 

• Comment/question – If the amount is small it would be better on the tax bill than billed 
separately. Doesn’t the Water Agency have previous feedback that was provided by the 
community? 

o Response – Water Agency staff can look in this and get back to the committee. 
 
The consultants concluded the open discussion by briefly describing the next steps of their work 
and thanking committee members for their input. 

Meeting Attendees 

Advisory Committee Members (present)  
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Agriculture, David Long 
Agriculture, Bob Anderson 
Business, Joe Gaffney 
Environmental, Sebastian Bertsch 
City of Cotati, Craig Scott 
City of Rohnert Park, Mary Grace Pawson 
City of Santa Rosa, Jennifer Burke 
City of Sebastopol, Henry Mikus 
County of Sonoma, Mark Grismer 
Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria, Maureen Geary 
Independent Water Systems, Chris Bates 
Rural/residential, Doug Beretta (arrived 3:20) 
Rural Residential, Marlene Soiland 
Sonoma County Water Agency, Carolyn Dixon 
Sonoma RCD, Wayne Haydon 
Town of Windsor, Sandi Potter 
 
Advisory Committee Members (absent)  
Environmental, Rue Furch 
Gold Ridge RCD, Matt O’Connor 
 
Staff 
Santa Rosa Plain GSA Interim Administator, Gold Ridge Resource Conservation District, Brittany 
Jensen  
Raftelis Financial Consultants, Inc., Sally Van Etten 
Gold Ridge RCD (minute taker), Simone Peters 
Sonoma County Water Agency, Ann DuBay 
Sonoma County Water Agency, Jay Jasperse 
Sonoma County Water Agency, Marcus Trotta 
The Reed Group, Bob Reed 
Center for Collaborative Policy (facilitator), Rich Wilson 
 
Public 
Santa Rosa Water, Colin Close 
Mark Millan, Town of Windsor 
Lynda Hopkins, Sonoma County Water Agency 
Joe Dutton, Gold Ridge Resource Conservation District 
Town of Windsor, Elizabeth Cargay 
Three others names unknown 
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